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The suitability of Gaussian distribution functions to describe the shape and temperature dependence of the
UV absorption continua of peroxy radicals has been investigated. The ethylperoxy radical was used as a test
case. Its 298 K absorption continuum was found to be best described by a semilogarithmic Gaussian distribution
function. A linear Gaussian distribution function performed less well but still adequately described the
continuous absorption. The temperature dependence of the ethylperoxy radical UV absorption continuum
was also well predicted. Analogous results obtained for the methylperoxy radical support these conclusions.
A theoretical comparison of the semilogarithmic and linear Gaussian distribution functions is given and a
potential energy diagram of the ethylperoxy radical derived. The experimentally determined absorption cross
sections of HO2• have been reanalyzed. It is shown that either the measurements at short wavelengths are in
error or an unidentified electronic transition of HO2• exists.

1. Introduction

The hydroperoxy radical, HO2•, and organic peroxy radicals,
RO2

•, are important intermediates in both combustion processes
and atmospheric chemistry. Recent reviews1,2have summarized
the available kinetic and spectroscopic data for peroxy radicals
and highlighted their importance as atmospheric trace species.
Organic peroxy radicals are formed in the atmosphere predomi-
nantly by abstraction of hydrogen atoms from naturally occur-
ring and anthropogenic hydrocarbons such as CH4. Peroxy
radicals are sufficiently reactive to undergo a large number of
reactions with trace gases such as NOx and ClOx and with other
RO2

•. They play a key role in catalytic cycles that destroy O3

in the stratosphere and generate or destroy O3 in the troposphere
depending on the NOx concentration. Finally, they assist
transport of NOx to remote areas and play a vital role in
photochemical smog formation.3-5

The role of peroxy radicals in the chemistry of the atmosphere
can only be assessed provided that their reactions with other
trace gases have been characterized by laboratory kinetic
investigations. UV absorption spectroscopy has been found to
be widely applicable as a detection method for both organic
peroxy radicals and HO2•, and the vast majority of kinetic data
have been gathered using this detection technique.
Although all peroxy radicals display in the wavelength region

between 200 and 300 nm relatively intense, broad, featureless
UV absorption continua assigned to a (2)2A′′ r (1)2A′′
transition, the measurement of absolute cross sections has proved
difficult even at room temperature.1 Such difficulties are
associated with the quantitative,in situ generation of pure
samples of RO2•, which may be contaminated with strongly
absorbing products of the RO2• self-reaction (including HO2•)
or other impurities introduced by the photolytic initiation of
the chemistry. Some means to predict the shapes and temper-

ature dependencies of the HO2• and RO2• absorption continua
is therefore required to complement these experimental inves-
tigations and provide an additional approach for the analysis of
spectra.
LeRoyet al.6 described in detail the inversion of experimen-

tally determined absorption continua of diatomic molecules to
radial potentials andVice Versa at any desired temperature.
Nowadays such inversions are readily feasible as a consequence
of the recent availability of fast personal computers. For some
polyatomic molecules, including, for example, the peroxy
radicals, the inversion can be performed assuming that the
essential features of the molecule can be treated in terms of
quasi-diatomic potentials, thus effectively avoiding complica-
tions arising from additional degrees of freedom.7 However,
in the case of peroxy radicals a computationally simpler method
of spectral analysis is desirable and justified.
In the following we discuss Gaussian distribution functions,

which in combination with the method of spectral moments and
the reflection method provide a simple means for the analysis
of peroxy radical spectra. The suitability of the method is tested
by comparing and contrasting predictions with experimentally
derived spectra. The ethylperoxy radical, CH3CH2O2

•, has been
selected for test purposes.8,9 This choice was governed by a
recent measurement of the UV absorption continuum of CH3-
CH2O2

• that has been obtained using diode-array absorption
spectroscopy8 and which arguably represents the most accurately
measured RO2• gas-phase spectrum to date (cf. ref 1 for details).
The results thus obtained are compared with those for the
methylperoxy radical, CH3O2

•.1,2,10 The usefulness of Gaussian
distribution functions for detecting unexpected features in the
shapes of experimentally determined absorption continua will
be addressed.

2. Assessment of Previous Investigations

Hitherto the shape and the temperature dependence of the
absorption continua of peroxy radicals have been computed viaX Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,March 15, 1997.
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an ab initio method only for HO2•.7 In contrast, Lightfootet
al.1 adopted a semiempirical method advocated by Maric´ et al.,11

which describes the shapes of UV absorption continua via
semilogarithmic Gaussian distribution functions and predicts
their temperature dependencies in a manner originally described
by Sulzer and Wieland:12

whereσmax(T) ) σmax(0)xtanh;a(T) ) a(0) tanh; and tanh)
tanh[hc0ω′′e/(2kT)].
In eq 1 the cross section and the wavenumber at the

absorption maximum,σmax(T) and ν̃max, and the breadth
parametera(T) are determined by fitting and, where more than
one reaction component absorbs, deconvolution in an appropriate
number of individual bands. Provided that the harmonic
vibrational wavenumberω′′e is known,σmax(0) anda(0), which
are the values of the corresponding parameters at 0 K, can be
computed, whereasν̃maxdoes not depend on temperature in this
model. Consequently, the shape of an UV absorption continuum
can be predicted via eq 1 for any arbitrary temperature for which
the underlying assumptions are reasonably valid. The theoretical
justification of eq 1 was given by Maric´ and Burrows.13 Finally,
note that in eq 1 the maximum and median absorption coincide
(i.e. σmax(T) ) σmed(T) andν̃max) ν̃med), the latter being defined
via ∫0ν̃medσ(T) d ln(ν̃) ) ∫ν̃med

∞ σ(T) d ln(ν̃) ) hB/2, whereB is the
Einstein absorption coefficient.14,15

Lightfoot et al.1 showed that eq 1 adequately describes the
shapes of the absorption continua of at least 15 RO2

• radicals
at room temperature, the only exceptions being HO2

• and
CH3O2

•. The shape of the absorption continuum of HO2
•

reported by Crowleyet al.16 could not be described via eq 1 in
terms of a single band, whereas for CH3O2

• the shape of each
reviewed absorption continuum was found to be accurately
described via eq 1, but the combined data scattered in such a
manner that they could not be fitted.1 Subsequently, Crowley
and Moortgat17 used eq 1 to deconvolute the absorption continua
of BrCH2CH2O2

• and BrCH(CH3)CH(CH3)O2
• from that of HO2•

at 298 K. Fenteret al.9 observed that eq 1 correctly describes
the shapes of the absorption continua of CH3O2

• at 298 and
662 K and CH3CH2O2

• at 298 and 600 K. The predicted
temperature dependence ofa(T) agreed with that determined
experimentally, whereas forσmax(T) the comparison was incon-
clusive because of experimental difficulties.9 Catorieet al.18

used eq 1 to describe the shape of the absorption continuum of
ClCH2O2

• at 298, 464, and 588 K, but they did not compare
the predicted temperature dependence. More recently, Catoire
et al.19 described via eq 1 the shapes of the absorption continua
of Cl2CHO2

• and Cl3CO2
• at 298 K. In addition, Huie and

Clifton20 found that eq 1 adequately describes the shape of the
absorption continuum of HOCH2O2

• in the aqueous phase at
room temperature. Equation 1 was successfully used to describe
the shapes and predict the temperature dependencies of the
absorption continua of Cl2,11,13,21Br2,21,22and BrCl13,21-23 from
data recorded at 298 K and recently applied to CF3I24 at six
temperatures between 218 and 333 K.
Alternatively, Joens25,26 has proposed a method based on

linear Gaussian distribution functions to describe the shapes and
predict the temperature dependencies of UV absorption continua:

where σmed(T) ) hBν̃med(T)/[xπ∆ν̃(T)]; ν̃med(T) ) U′ê)0 -

ω′′e coth/4; ∆ν̃(T) ) x(ω′′e coth/2)
2 + â2 coth; and coth)

coth[hc0ω′′e/(2kT)].
In eq 2 the cross section and the wavenumber at the median

absorption,σmed(T) andν̃med(T), and the breadth parameter∆ν̃-
(T) are determined by fitting and, where more than one reaction
component absorbs, deconvolution in an appropriate number
of individual bands. Provided that the harmonic vibrational
wavenumberω′′e is known, the Einstein absorption coefficient
B14,15and the parametersU′ê)0 andâ, the physical meaning of
which will be explained below (cf. eq 7), can be computed.
This allows the shape of an UV absorption continuum to be
predicted via eq 2 for any arbitrary temperature for which the
underlying assumptions are reasonably valid. Finally, note that
in eq 2 the median absorption coincides with the mean
wavenumber defined viaν̃mean) (hB)-1∫0∞σ(T) dν̃ but not with
the maximum absorption, in contrast to eq 1.
The methods for modeling the temperature dependence are

independent of whether the band shape is approximated via a
linear or a semilogarithmic Gaussian distribution function.
Consequently, the method proposed by Joens25,26 and used in
eq 2 can also be combined with eq 1:

where σmax(T) ) hBxa(T)/π; ν̃max(T) ) (U′ê)0 -
ω′′e coth/4)/xZ; a(T) ) 0.5/ln(Z); Z ) 1 + 0.5[(ω′′e coth/2)

2 +
â2 coth]/(U′ê)0 - ω′′e coth/4)

2; and coth) coth[hc0ω′′e/(2kT)].
Joens27 recently proposed that eq 2 is well suited for

describing the shapes and predicting the temperature depend-
encies of the absorption continua of HO2• between 300 and 1100
K, CH3O2

• between 300 and 662 K and CH3CH2O2
• between

300 and 600 K. In contrast, eq 3 is novel and has not yet been
used. One of the objectives of this work is to compare and
assess eqs 1-3 using the absorption continua of CH3CH2O2

•8,9

and CH3O2
•1,2,10 as examples, because the performance of

semilogarithmic and linear Gaussian distribution functions has
hitherto not been compared for peroxy radicals.1,17-20,27 A
theoretical comparison will also be given and a potential energy
diagram as a function of the photoexcitation coordinate will be
computed from the fit parameters. The usefulness of Gaussian
distribution functions for detecting unexpected features in the
shapes of experimentally determined absorption continua will
be demonstrated using the example of HO2

•.16

3. Comparison of Eqs 1 and 2

The simplest means to compare the appropriateness of eqs 1
and 2 for describing the shapes and predicting the temperature
dependencies of the HO2• and RO2• absorption continua is to
compare the figures of Joens’27 paper, which are based on eq
2, with the corresponding figures based on eq 1. Such a
comparison is possible only for CH3CH2O2

•, for which Fenter
et al.9 obtained better fits using eq 1 in combination with the
absorption cross sections they recorded at 298 and 600 K (Figure
2 in ref 9) than Joens27 using eq 2 in combination with the
absorption cross sections recorded by Baueret al.8 at 298 K
(Figure 4 in ref 27). We have repeated the fits for the example
of CH3CH2O2

• using the absorption cross sections reported by
Baueret al.8 and Fenteret al.9

Figure 1 shows the best fits of eqs 1 and 2 to the absorption
cross sections of CH3CH2O2

• recorded by Baueret al.8 at 298
K. Because the scatter of the experimental data is uniform
throughout the wavelength range studied, unweighted fitting was
preferred such that∑(σexpl - σfitted)2 was minimized,28 whereσ
denotes the absorption cross section. As can be seen from

σ(T) ) σmax(T) exp{-a(T)[ln(ν̃/ν̃max)]
2} (1)

σ(T) ) σmed(T)
ν̃

ν̃med(T)
exp{-[ν̃ - ν̃med(T)

∆ν̃(T) ]2} (2)

σ(T) ) σmax(T) exp{-a(T)[ln(ν̃/ν̃max(T))]
2} (3)
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Figure 1, eq 1 fits the experimental data slightly better than eq
2. For a quantitative comparison, the standard deviations of
the fits defined via Std) [∑(σexpl- σfitted)2/(n- m)]0.5,28where
n is the number of fitted experimental absorption cross sections
andm is the number of adjustable parameters, are given in the
figure caption. Note thatm) 3 in the case of eqs 1 and 2. The
values of the fit parameters are listed on the left-hand side of
Table 1. On the right-hand side values computed assuming a
harmonic vibrational wavenumber corresponding to the O-O
stretching vibration,ω′′e ) 1112 cm-1,1 are given. The latter is
the most plausible approximation for the photoexcitation
coordinate of CH3CH2O2

•. This result, that semilogarithmic
Gaussian distribution functions approximate the shapes of UV-
visible absorption continua better than their linear analogues,
was also observed for Cl2

11,13 and BrCl13,23 at 298 K.
Figure 2 shows the best fits of eqs 1 and 2 to the absorption

cross sections of CH3CH2O2
• recorded by Fenteret al.9 at 298

and 600 K. Both spectra were fitted simultaneously assuming,
as before, thatω′′e ) 1112 cm-1.1 In eq 1 the fit parameters
were σmax(298 K), σmax(600 K), ν̃max, anda(0), theσ values
being uncorrelated because of the experimental uncertainty in
their ratio.9 In eq 2 the fit parameters wereσmed(298 K),σmed-
(600 K), U′ê)0, andâ, the σ values being again uncorrelated.
Thus in each fit the number of adjustable parameters equaled
m) 4. Weighted fitting was used such that∑[(σexptl - σfitted)/
Stdexptl]2 was minimized,28 where Stdexptl denotes the standard
deviations of the experimental absorption cross sections.9 As
can be seen from Figure 2, at both temperatures eq 1 ap-
proximates the shape of the absorption continuum of CH3CH2O2

•

better than eq 2. For a quantitative comparison, the figure
caption includes the standard deviations of the fits that were
computed via Std) {∑[(σexptl - σfitted)/Stdexptl]

2/[(1 -
m/n)∑Stdexptl

-2 ]}0.5.28 This result agrees with that based on the
data of Baueret al.8

The best fit of eq 3 to the absorption cross sections of CH3-
CH2O2

• recorded by Baueret al.8 at 298 K is identical to that
of eq 1 shown in Figure 1. The values of the corresponding fit
parameters are given on the left-hand side of Table 1, whereas
those on the right-hand side were computed assuming again
thatω′′e ) 1112 cm-1.1

Figure 2 shows the best fit of eq 3 to the absorption cross
sections of CH3CH2O2

• recorded by Fenteret al.9 at 298 and
600 K. Both spectra were fitted simultaneously assuming that
ω′′e ) 1112 cm-1.1 The fit parameters wereσmax(298 K),σmax-
(600 K),U′ê)0, andâ, theσ values being uncorrelated as in the
above fits of eqs 1 and 2. The number of adjustable parameters
was thusm ) 4. The good agreement of the fit with that
obtained using eq 1,cf. Figure 2, indicates that the methods
used for modeling the temperature dependence are comparably
good at least in the case of the UV continuum of CH3CH2O2

•

in the temperature range between 298 and 600 K.
Equations 1-3 were also compared for the case of CH3O2

•

in a manner similar to that above using the room-temperature
absorption cross sections recommended by Lightfootet al.1 and
Wallington et al.2 and those recorded by Lightfoot and Jemi-
Alade10 at 298 and 662 K. Unweighted fitting was used because
for these data no error estimates have been reported.1,2,10 The

Figure 1. Best fits of eqs 1, 2, and 3 to the absorption cross sections of CH3CH2O2
• recorded by Baueret al.8 at 298 K (Std) 3.5× 10-20 cm2,

9.9× 10-20 cm2, and 3.5× 10-20 cm2, respectively).

TABLE 1: Values of the Parameters of Eqs 1-3 Obtained in the Best Fits to the Absorption Cross Sections of CH3CH2O2
•

Recorded by Baueret al.8 at 298 K

fit assuming thatω′′e ) 1112 cm-1 1

eq 1 σmax(298 K) (4.3868( 0.0019)× 10-18 cm2 σmax(0) 4.407× 10-18 cm2

ν̃max(298 K) 41 783.6( 2.5 cm-1 ν̃max(0) )ν̃max(298 K)
a(298 K) 49.776( 0.068 a(0) 50.24

eq 2 σmed(298 K) (4.4098( 0.0056)× 10-18 cm2 B 1.632× 1011 s kg-1

ν̃med(298 K) 41 574.5( 6.4 cm-1 U′ê)0 41 855 cm-1

∆ν̃(298 K) 5754( 11 cm-1 â 5700 cm-1

eq 3 the same as for eq 1 B 1.663× 1011 s kg-1

U′ê)0 42 275 cm-1

â 5913 cm-1

UV Spectra of RO2• Radicals J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 101, No. 14, 19972563



results of these fits are analogous to those for CH3CH2O2
•, as

can be seen by comparison of the standard deviations given in
Table 2 with those in the captions of Figures 1 and 2, and thus
support the above conclusions about the suitability of eqs 1-3.

4. Theoretical Considerations

The approaches used for modeling the temperature depen-
dence of eqs 1-3 are based on the method of spectral moments
originally introduced by Lax29 and recently elaborated in detail
by Marićand Burrows.13 For the definition of spectral moments
cf. eq A-1 in the Appendix. In addition, they use the quasi-
diatomic approximation, which assumes that the essential
features of the multidimensional potential surfaces, between
which an electronic transition takes place, can be represented
by one-dimensional radial potentials as functions of a single
photoexcitation coordinateê. They also assume the validity of
the Condon30,31approximation that neglects the dependence of
the electronic transition moment on the space coordinates orê,
assuming it to be a constant. Finally, they assume a harmonic
radial potential for the lower electronic state,

and neglect molecular rotation in order to use the analytical
solution for the thermal average of the harmonic probability
densities,12,32which simplifies the underlying mathematics,cf.
the Appendix.
One means to quantify the suitability of eq 4 as an

approximation forU′′ is to allow the harmonic vibrational
wavenumber for the lower electronic state,ω′′e, to vary during
the fits to the absorption cross sections of CH3CH2O2

• at 298
and 600 K.9 This yieldedω′′e ) 989( 107 cm-1 using eq 1
and ω′′e ) 1043 ( 105 cm-1 using eq 3. The standard
deviations of these fits were Std) 7.8× 10-20 cm2 and 7.6×

10-20 cm2, respectively, noting that the number of adjustable
parameters wasm) 5. Analogous results were also obtained
for CH3O2

• at 298 and 662 K:10 ω′′e ) 977( 175 cm-1 with
Std) 1.5× 10-19 cm2 using eq 1 andω′′e ) 954( 144 cm-1

with Std ) 1.3 × 10-19 cm2 using eq 3. For comparison,
Lightfoot et al.1 recommendedω′′e ) 1112 cm-1 for the O-O
stretching vibration, which is the most plausible approximation
for the photoexcitation coordinate of CH3CH2O2

•. The differ-
ences between the values ofω′′e obtained lie within the
experimental error of the fitted absorption cross sections,
indicating that eq 4 is an adequate approximation forU′′ and
that the O-O stretching vibration is representative of the
photoexcitation coordinateê. Consequently, the value ofω′′e
from ref 1 was used throughout this work. Incidentally, this
value was also used by Joens.27

Equation 1 assumes an exponentially shaped difference
between the radial potentials of the upper and lower electronic
states:

The radial potential for the upper electronic state,U′, is obtained
by adding∆U toU′′. However, a more realistic approximation
for U′′ than that given by eq 4 is needed to obtain a realistic
U′.13 In this work a Morse33 radial potential was used:

whereD′′e ) (ω′′e)
2/(4ω′′ex′′e) and R ) x2ω′′ex′′e/ω′′e. The vibra-

tional anharmonicity constant was assumed to beω′′ex′′e ) 10
cm-1, in agreement withω′′ex′′e ) 10.6 cm-1 which we have
determined using data from a study on HO2

• by Bunkeret al.34

For a Morse33 radial potential the harmonic vibrational wave-
number equalsω′′e ) ω′′V)1r0 + 2ω′′ex′′e, whereω′′V)1r0 ) 1112

Figure 2. Best fits of eqs 1, 2, and 3 to the absorption cross sections of CH3CH2O2
• recorded by Fenteret al.9 at 298 K and 600 K (Std) 7.8×

10-20 cm2, 1.4× 10-19 cm2, and 7.5× 10-20 cm2, respectively).

TABLE 2: Standard Deviations (cm2) of the Best Fits of Eqs 1-3 to the Absorption Cross Sections of CH3O2
•1,2,10

reference temperature eq 1 eq 2 eq 3

Lightfoot et al.1 298 K 6.4× 10-20 1.1× 10-19 6.4× 10-20

Wallingtonet al.2 room temperature 1.8× 10-19 2.6× 10-19 1.8× 10-19

Lightfoot and Jemi-Alade10 298 and 662 K 1.5× 10-19 2.2× 10-19 1.3× 10-19

U′′ ) 0.5ω′′eê
2 (4)

∆U ) U′ - U′′ ) ν̃maxexp[-ê/xa(0)] (5)

U′′ ) D′′e[1 - exp(Rê)]2 (6)
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cm-1.1 Otherwise throughout this work it was assumed that
ω′′e ) ω′′V)1r0, which is a valid approximation for a harmonic
radial potential.
Equations 2 and 3 are based on a linear radial potential for

the upper electronic state:

where U′ê)0 and â are the position and the slope of the
potential atê ) 0, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the potential energy diagram of CH3CH2O2

•

as a function of the photoexcitation coordinateê. The radial
potential for the lower electronic state,U′′, was computed via
eq 6. The three representations of the radial potential for the
upper electronic state,U′, are based on the fit parameters of
eqs 1-3 given in Table 1.U′ based on the fit parameters of eq
1 was obtained by adding∆U computed by eq 5 toU′′ defined
by eq 6, whereasU′ based on the fit parameters of eqs 2 and 3
was computed by eq 7.
The similarity of the representations forU′ in the Franck-

Condon region (i.e. around the minimum ofU′′, cf. Figure 3)
implies that the temperature dependencies of UV absorption
continua predicted by eqs 1-3 are equal within experimental
error for a narrow temperature range or a large value ofω′′e.
This agrees with the results of the fits to the absorption cross
sections of CH3CH2O2

•, cf. Figure 2. However, outside this
range eq 1 is more likely to predict the temperature dependencies
correctly because it is based on a more realistically shapedU′.
The shallow minimum observed in Figure 3 forU′ based on

eq 1 deserves some attention. It is a result of the extrapolation
of ∆U beyond the Frank-Condon region and its addition to
U′′. As shown by Tellinghuisen and Henderson,35 the dissocia-
tion limit of U′′ is usually overestimated when computed from
ω′′e andω′′ex′′e on the basis of a Morse33 radial potential,i.e. eq
6.35 Hence the lowering of the dissociation limit ofU′′ might
eliminate the minimum inU′. However, eq 5 assumes thatU′′
andU′ have identical dissociation limits, but according to a
theoretical study by Vazquezet al.,36 the corresponding states
of HO2

• dissociate along the photoexcitation coordinate to

OH(X2Π) + O(3P) and OH(X2Π) + O(1D), respectively.
Provided that CH3CH2O2

• dissociates in an analogous manner,
the dissociation limit ofU′ would be higher by 15 867 cm-1

than that ofU′′.36 Consequently, the shallow minimum inU′
of CH3CH2O2

• may be real and have one or more discrete
vibrational levels.
The essence of the method of spectral moments, as used in

the Appendix to derive the temperature dependencies of eqs
1-3, is to find a suitable distribution function that provides a
realistic description for the shape of UV absorption continua
and a realistic model potential such that both are characterized
by the same number of adjustable parameters. The parameters
of the distribution function can then be inverted to those of the
potential andVice Versa via the corresponding number of
spectral moments. The infinite series of spectral moments
defined by eq A-1 in the Appendix can thus be truncated
assuming that the neglected moments do not contain any extra
information.
For example, in the Appendix the electronic transition

momentM, which is regarded as a parameter of the potential,
and the two adjustable parameters of eq 5,ν̃max anda(0), are
inverted using the zeroth, first, and second spectral moments
to become the three adjustable parameters of eq 1,σmax(T), ν̃max,
anda(T). Coincidentally,ν̃max turns out to be independent of
temperature in this model. Similarly,M and the two adjustable
parameters of eq 7,U′ê)0 and â, are inverted via the zeroth,
first, and second spectral moments, yielding the three adjustable
parameters of eq 2,σmed(T), ν̃med(T), and∆ν̃(T), or those of eq
3, σmax(T), ν̃max(T), anda(T). The third and all higher spectral
moments are in each case neglected. For details of the inversion
see the Appendix.
The zeroth, first, and second spectral moments of eqs 1-3

provide the basis for the inversion and are therefore equal to
those predicted from their model potentials, whereas the third
and higher moments are not equal to those predicted. However,
in contrast to eqs 2 and 3, eq 1 is additionally based on the
reflection method III,13 so that its third and higher moments
are correct within the validity of this semiclassical method,cf.
ref 13 and eq 48 therein. This means that the prediction of the
temperature dependence by eq 1 will be superior to that by eqs
2 and 3.

5. Absorption Continuum of HO2
•

In section 3 the suitability of eqs 1 and 2 for describing the
shapes of the RO2• absorption continua was contrasted by using
accurate experimental absorption cross sections of CH3-
CH2O2

•,8,9 and eq 1 was found to be the most suitable. In
addition, eq 1 was shown to describe adequately the shapes of
the absorption continua of at least 19 RO2

• radicals in the gas
phase1,17-19 and that of HOCH2O2

• in the aqueous phase,20 cf.
section 2. However, the absorption cross sections of HO2

•

recorded by Crowleyet al.16 at 298 K cannot be described by
eq 1 in terms of a single band, as noted by Lightfootet al.1 In
this section the cause of the discrepancy is discussed.
Figure 4 shows the best fit of eq 1 to the absorption cross

sections of HO2• recorded by Crowleyet al.16 at 298 K.
Weighted fitting was preferred. The standard deviation of the
experimental absorption cross sections was estimated from their
scatter and modeled as a function of the wavelength via Stdexptl/
cm2 ) 2.48× 10-20 + 3.64× 10-12 exp(-8.53× 10-02λ/
nm). As can be seen from Figure 4, this spectrum cannot be
adequately described by eq 1 in terms of a single band. This
has four potential causes: (i) the shapes of the UV absorption

Figure 3. Potential energy diagram of CH3CH2O2
• as a function of

the photoexcitation coordinateê.

U′ ) U′ê)0 - âê. (7)
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continua of HO2• and possibly other RO2• radicals are better
described by eq 2, (ii) they are double-banded, (iii) they are
strongly skewed, and (iv) the experimental absorption cross
sections are erroneous, e.g. contaminated by the absorption of
other reaction components or stray light.
The first possibility can be ruled out because eq 1 describes

the shape of the studied absorption continuum16 better than eq
2, as can be seen in Figure 4. The second explanation is
improbable because the bands deconvoluted in a two-band fit
of eq 1 havingm) 6 adjustable parameters and shown in Figure
4 are inconsistent with the single-band absorption predicted by
our present understanding of the HO2

• and RO2• absorption
continua. However, the existence of a weak absorption band
in the short wavelength part of the HO2• spectrum cannot be
ruled out.7,36-38 It is also interesting to note that the absorption
continuum of HO2• is shifted to shorter wavelengths as compared
to RO2• radicals,cf. Figures 1, 2, and 4.
The third possibility was tested using an extended version of

eq 1 proposed by Maric´ and Burrows:13

Forb(T) ) 0 eq 8 reduces to eq 1. Consequently, the value of
b(T) is an indicator for the skewness of an UV absorption
continuum, provided that it is adequately described by eq 8.
Note that in eq 8 the number of adjustable parameters equalsm
) 4.
The best fit of eq 8 to the absorption cross sections of HO2

•

recorded by Crowleyet al.16 at 298 K yieldsb(298 K)) 26 816
( 374 cm-1 and is shown in Figure 4. Compared toν̃med(298
K) ) 49 534( 65 cm-1, this value is indeed far from zero,
implying a pronounced skewness and thus in stark contrast to
the other fitted absorption cross sections of RO2

• radicals,cf.
sections 2 and 3. This explanation is therefore considered
unlikely.
Having excluded the first and third possibilities, the analysis

indicates that either an unidentified electronic transition for HO2
•

around 190 nm is occurring or experimental error occurred in
the determination of the absorption cross sections at short
wavelengths resulting from contamination by other absorbing
species or stray light. This work shows therefore, either that
our understanding of the HO2• potentials and transitions is
deficient or that the best available spectra are in error.

6. Summary

The suitability of eqs 1-3 for describing the shapes and
temperature dependencies of the RO2

• absorption continua has
been studied using recent accurate measurements of the absorp-
tion cross sections of CH3CH2O2

•.8,9 From comparisons with
the experimentally determined spectra and theoretical consid-
erations, eq 1 was found to be the most suitable. A procedure
for computing potential energy diagrams as functions of the
photoexcitation corrdinate from the fit parameters of eqs 1-3
was demonstrated. Analysis of the temperature dependence
shows that the O-O stretching vibration approximates well the
photoexcitation coordinate for CH3CH2O2

•. Analogous results
obtained for CH3O2

•1,2,10 support the above conclusions. Re-
analysis of the absorption continuum of HO2• indicates that
either the measurements contain some contamination at short
wavelengths or an unidentified electronic transition exists. This
work demonstrates the usefulness of eq 1 in the analysis of UV
spectra.
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Appendix: The Derivation of the Temperature
Dependencies of Eqs 1-3

According to Lax,29 the moments of an absorption band are
given by

Figure 4. Best fits of eqs 1, 2, and 8 to the absorption cross sections of HO2
• recorded by Crowleyet al.16 at 298 K (Std) 6.3× 10-20 cm2, 8.7

× 10-20 cm2, and 4.5× 10-20 cm2, respectively). Also shown is a two-band fit of eq 1 and the bands deconvoluted in this manner (Std) 4.0×
10-20 cm2).

σ(T) )
σmed(T)

1- b(T)/ν̃
exp{-a(T)[ln( ν̃ - b(T)

ν̃med(T) - b(T))]2} (8)
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whereM is the electronic transition moment;ψ′′V,J and E′′V,J
denote the normalized bound radial wave functions and the
corresponding energies of the lower electronic state;SJ′′

J′ are the
normalized rotational line intensity factors; andH′J is the radial
Hamiltonian operator of the upper electronic state. For more
details see ref 13.
Provided thatM is constant (i.e. independent of the photo-

excitation coordinate), as assumed by Condon,30,31 and the
Q-branch approximation,6 which neglects the splitting in the
P-, Q-, and R-branches, is assumed to be valid, the zeroth, first,
and second spectral moments (i ) 0, 1, and 2) reduce to29,39

where∆U ) U′ - U′′ is the difference between the upper and
the lower radial potentials.
As shown by Ott32 and independently by Sulzer and Wieland,12

the thermal average of the harmonic probability densities is
given by

whereψ′′V denotes the normalized harmonic radial wave func-
tion of the lower electronic state of a nonrotating molecule;NV
) {1-exp[-hc0ω′′e/(kT)]} × exp[-hc0ω′′eV/(kT)] is the Boltz-
mann thermal population density of theVth vibrational level of
a harmonic oscillator; tanh) tanh[hc0ω′′e/(2kT)]; ê is the
photoexcitation coordinate; andω′′e is the harmonic vibrational
wavenumber of the lower electronic state. Note that the neglect
of molecular rotation,J′ ) J′′ ) 0, required by eq A-3 is a
special case of the Q-branch approximation,J′ ) J′′ g 0,6

assumed in the derivation of eq A-2.
Combining eqs A-2 and A-3 yields for the zeroth, first, and

second spectral moments

which, assuming that∆U is defined by eq 5, yields

Provided that 2π2M2/(3ε0hc0) ) σmax(0)xπ/a(0), this result is
for all i identical to that obtained by integrating eq 1 as required
by the definition of the spectral moments given in eq A-1. In
this context, the reflection method III assumes that eqs A-2,
A-4, and consequently A-5 are also valid for alli.13

Similarly, assuming that∆U is equal to the difference
between eqs 7 and 4,∆U ) U′ê)0 - âê - 0.5ω′′eê

2, eq A-4
yields

Because 2π2M2/(3ε0hc0) ) hB for a constantM, whereB is the
Einstein absorption coefficient,14,15the above result is identical
to that obtained for the zeroth, first, and second spectral
moments by integrating eqs 2 and 3 as required by the definition
of the spectral moments given in eq A-1.
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〈〈ν̃i〉〉T )∫ σ(T)ν̃i d ln(ν̃) )

2π2

3ε0hc0
〈〈Mψ′′V,J|∑

J′
SJ′′
J′ (H′J - E′′V,J)

i|Mψ′′V,J〉〉T (A-1)

〈〈ν̃i〉〉T ) 2π2M2

3ε0hc0
〈∆Ui〈|ψ′′V,J|2〉T〉 (A-2)

〈|ψ′′V |2〉T ) ∑
V)0

∞

NV|ψ′′V |2 ) xtanh/π exp(-ê2 tanh) (A-3)

〈〈ν̃i〉〉T ) 2π2M2

3ε0hc0
xtanh/π 〈∆Ui exp(-ê2 tanh)〉 (A-4)

〈〈ν̃i〉〉T ) 2π2M2

3ε0hc0
ν̃max
i exp[i2 coth4a(0) ] (A-5)

〈〈ν̃i〉〉T ) 2π2M2

3ε0hc0
{(U′ê)0 - ω′′e coth/4)

i +

0.5[(ω′′e coth/2)
2 + â2 coth]δi)2} (A-6)
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